
Name _________________	  
Summer Math/ Writing	  

Directions:  Complete any 40 boxes this summer, cross off the box and have an adult initial it after you complete it.  Return the 
Math/ Writing Calendar to Mrs. Hamilton in the fall.	  
	  

Blow a marble, a bottle 
cap, and a pencil across 
a table or floor.  
Measure how far they 
go.  Which goes the 
farthest?  How much 
farther?	  

Get on IXL and 
complete a skill.	  

Count backward by 1’s 
from 30 to 0.  Count 
backward by 10’s from 
80 to 0.  Count 
backward by 5’s from 
40 to 0.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.  Make sure 
to take your time and 
use a good strategy.	  

Choose a money game 
to play with a family 
member.	  

Jump 3 times; once like 
a bunny, once like a 
frog, and once like a 
child.  Measure each 
jump.  Which was the 
longest?  Shortest?  
What was the 
difference?	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a 
family member.	  

Complete an IXL Skill.	   Get a pile of coins.  
Show all the ways to 
make 15 cents.  	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.  Make sure 
to take your time and 
use a good strategy.	  

Get on IXL and 
complete a skill.	  

Write at least 3 
sentences in your 
writing journal about a 
person, place, thing you 
have or thing you do.	  

Count by 2’s to 50, 
starting at 12.  Count 
by 10’s to 64 starting 
at 4.	  

I am 7 years old and 
my sister is 11.  Who is 
younger? How much 
younger?  	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.  Make sure 
to take your time and 
use a good strategy.	  

Get on IXL and 
complete a skill.	  

Write at least 3 
sentences in your 
writing journal about 
one of your favorite 
parts of your summer 
so far.	  

I have 16 stickers and 
my brother has 9.  
Who has more?  How 
many more?	  

Look at and record the 
time 5 times today.  
Also write down what 
you were doing at that 
time.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.  Make sure 
to take your time and 
use a good strategy.	  

	  
Parent’s Signature (after completed) _____________________________________________________________



	  

Summer Math/ Writing	  
Get on IXL and complete 
a skill.	  

Write at least 3 
sentences in your journal 
about a person, place, 
thing you have or thing 
you do.	  

Make a calendar for this 
week.  Record the 
temperature each day.  
At the end of the week, 
compare what day was the 
warmest.  How much 
warmer was it than the 
coldest?	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a family 
member.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.	  

Get on IXL and complete 
a skill.	  

Write a poem in your 
writing journal.  You could 
use the heart door, 
observation door, 
concerns about the world 
door, wonder door, or 
anything else door.	  

Make a list of 2D and 3D 
shapes.  Go on a scavenger 
hunt to look for those 
shapes.  Bring your list 
and check off the shapes 
you find.	  
	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a family 
member.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.	  

Get on IXL and complete 
a skill.	  

Write a thank you letter 
to someone that has done 
something nice for you 
this summer.	  

Roll 2 dice together and 
add to find the sum.  
Record the sum and do 
this 20 times.  What sum 
did you get the most 
often?	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a family 
member.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.	  

Get on IXL and complete 
a skill.	  

Write at least 3 
sentences in your journal 
about a person, place, 
thing you have or thing 
you do.	  

Practice skip counting by 
2’s and 5’s.	  
2, 4, 6, 8 … to 30.	  
5, 10, 15, 20…to 50	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a family 
member.	  

Complete a lesson of 
XtraMath.	  

Get on IXL and complete 
a skill.	  

Write at least 3 questions 
you have about the 
upcoming school year in 
your writing journal.  
What are you wondering 
about?	  

Make a tally chart of the 
number of fruits and 
vegetables you at today at 
your meals and snacks.  
Did you eat 5 servings?  
Try again tomorrow☺	  

Play a math facts or 
money game with a family 
member.	  

Complete a lesson of Xtra 
Math.	  



	  
Parent’s Signature (after completed) ________________________________________________________________	  


